The untimely death of Phil Strong has dealt a cruel blow to the birth of this journal. While the ideas and vision that have led to its creation were shared by everyone involved, Phil's contribution was unique. More than anyone else, he embodied our guiding principles of working across academic disciplines and linking research and policy. Phil's deep knowledge and understanding of the social sciences, together with a firm grasp of natural sciences and an abiding curiosity about human behaviour, meant that while most of us can only aspire to such goals, he could attain them.
Phil was first and foremost a qualitative sociologist. His early work at the MRC Medical Sociology Unit in Aberdeen explored paediatric consultations, culminating in one of the classic works on doctor-patient interaction, The Ceremonial Order of the Clinic. Although he rapidly emerged as one of the most respected medical sociologists of his generation, he was still prepared to view his colleagues critically. In a prize-winning paper on what he termed 'sociological imperialism', he gently but firmly denounced a growing arrogance among sociologists who felt that they knew better than the subjects of their research, the medical profession. This typified his readiness to be suspicious of, and challenge, any widely accepted 'truth'. Little could be taken at face value until it had been critically examined.
His commitment to multi-disciplinary work led to his move from a medical sociology unit, first to the then community medicine department in Oxford and later to the biology department at the Open University. At the latter he not only wrote a large proportion of the highly successful Health and Diseasecourse, but also provided the intellectual glue that bound together the contributions of doctors, biologists, economists, historians and others in a unique project. By the mid-1980s his interest in the organization and management of health services led him to Warwick University to study the introduction of general management to the National Health Service (NHS). The resulting book he co-authored with a nurse, The NHS -Under New Management, provided insights into the different 'tribes' in the NHS and how general managers attempted to herd them together.
Phil's passion was to unite disparate scientific disci-plines and to apply their insights in unconventional ways. For the past seven years he had been engaged at the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine in testing this to an extent that few before him have attempted, by applying a micro-sociological approach to the study of public policy development for HIV/ AIDS in the UK. Only a part of this work has so far been published. It is hoped that much of the rest can still be published. Anyone who was lucky enough to have worked with Phil will know that he was much more than can be captured by a chronicle of his research and publications. The lasting memory is one of intellectual rigour and honesty, imagination, immense generosity and great fun. When this journal was being established, all those involved were in no doubt that Phil was essential to its success. We now have to make the Journal a success largely, but not entirely, without his wise counsel. Shortly before he died, he prepared instructions for authors writing for the 'Perspective' section. An extract illustrates his attitude and beliefs far better than I could convey:
All academics and policy-makers live in a world of sedimentedjargon; a rich morass of concepts, slogans and cliches. A few we can define precisely, many we can only vaguely remember, most we have never properly learned but have picked up from seminars, odd bits of reading and from conversation in bars. In a multi-disciplinary area, such as HSR and health policy, where each of us must sometimes draw on several different disciplines, our individual understanding of the conceptual stew is even more tenuous. This difficulty is made even greater by the considerable distance at which all of us operate from our home base. Medical statisticians get cut offfrom statistics, public health doctors lose contact with both clinical medicine and epidemiology, social scientists become remote from a good deal of the work of their parent disciplines. We need, therefore, to improve our conceptual grasp of our own particular area and of the more general health policy arena in which we work.
In memory of the important conceptual contributions he made to its creation, the Journal is dedicated to Phil Strong and all he strove to promote during his life. All involved will endeavour to meet the high standards he would have set us.
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